
 
 

THE BOARD OF EDUCATION OF SCHOOL DISTRICT 68
BUSINESS COMMITTEE MEETING

AGENDA
 

Wednesday, May 17, 2023, 6:00 PM
ONLINE MICROSOFT TEAMS MEETING

Please note that the proceedings of this meeting are being recorded to assist in the preparation of the
minutes of the meeting. The recording of this meeting are records of the School District, as defined in
the Freedom of Information and Protection of Privacy Act, and as such may be the subject of access
requests under the Act.

Pages

1. CALL TO ORDER

The Chair will call the meeting to order. With great respect and humility, we
acknowledge and honour the lands of the Snuneymuxw people. The
Snuneymuxw people maintain their profound, unique and spiritual connection to
the land through ageless traditions, teachings, stewardship and expressions of
reciprocity.

2. ADDITIONS TO THE AGENDA

3. DELETIONS TO THE AGENDA

4. CHANGE IN ORDER

5. APPROVAL OF THE AGENDA

That the Agenda be approved.

6. PRESENTATIONS

7. SENIOR STAFF REPORTS

7.1 Mark Walsh, Secretary-Treasurer 4

Re: Rutherford Elementary School Update



The Business Committee recommends that the Board of Education of
School District No. 68 (Nanaimo-Ladysmith) directs that Rutherford
Elementary School be reopened as of September 2025 subject to final
approval following the September 2023 confirmation of student count and
that staff are directed to create a School Transition Working Group to
address issues associated with reopening the facility.

7.2 Mark Walsh, Secretary-Treasurer and Taunia Sutton, Director of Finance 17

Re: 2023-2024 Budget Discussion Continued

The Business Committee recommends that the Board of Education of
School District No.68 (Nanaimo-Ladysmith) give the School District No.
68 (Nanaimo-Ladysmith) 2023/24 Budget Bylaw, all three readings at
one meeting on the 24th of May, 2023.

The Business Committee recommends that the Board of Education of
School District No. 68 (Nanaimo-Ladysmith) adopt the Annual Budget of
the Board for the fiscal year 2023/24 at the Board of Education meeting
on May 24, 2023.

8. CORRESPONDENCE REFERRED FROM THE REGULAR BOARD MEETING

9. UNFINISHED BUSINESS

10. NEW BUSINESS

11. FOR INFORMATION 
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12. QUESTION PERIOD

Question Period is intended to enable the public to obtain clarifying information
regarding a current agenda item.

Individuals wishing to ask questions of the Board upon completion of Committee
and Board sessions shall do so in writing on the form provided which includes
their name, street address and email address.  The individual will be asked to
verify his/her self and be afforded the opportunity to read out their own
question.  Each individual shall be limited to one follow-up question upon
receiving a response. Forms are available in the information rack near the
entrance of the Board Room.

If the meeting is being held online, individuals wishing to ask questions of the
Board shall type their question in the Q&A compose box on the right side of the
screen and then select send. Your question will be read by the Board or
Committee Chair.

Questions and responses will be included in the video of the meeting and the
meeting minutes and will be part of the public record.

13. ADJOURNMENT

That the meeting be adjourned.
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NANAIMO LADYSMITH PUBLIC SCHOOLS 

BUSINESS COMMITTEE 
PUBLIC MEETING 

ACTION SHEET 
 

DATE: May 17, 2023 
TO: Business Committee 
FROM: Mark Walsh, Secretary-Treasurer 
SUBJECT: Rutherford Elementary 

 
Recommendation 

 
The Business Committee recommends that the Board of Education of School District No. 68 (Nanaimo- 
Ladysmith) directs that Rutherford Elementary School be reopened as of September 2025 subject to 
final approval following the September 2023 confirmation of student count and that staff are directed 
to create a School Transition Working Group to address issues associated with reopening the facility. 

 
Background 

 
On June 22, 2022, the Board of Education passed the following motion: 

 
That the Board of Education of School District No. 68 (Nanaimo-Ladysmith) direct staff to 
prepare for the re-opening of Rutherford Elementary School and the redrawing of the 
boundaries of McGirr, Randerson Ridge and Frank J. Ney (with the potential of other minor 
boundary shifts) with an opening date of either September 2024 or 2025 as determined 
following the District’s confirmation of enrollment early October 2022. 

 
This Action Sheet will provide a recommended response to the motion as well as outline next steps. 

 
Discussion 

 
There are a number of important dynamics influencing the outcome of the Board’s decision on when to 
open Rutherford Elementary School. This report will be broken down as follows to address the various 
issues. 

 
1. Introduction 
2. Educational considerations 
3. Enrollment trends for the north end 
4. Capacity and current enrollment in the north end 
5. The impact on neighborhoods and catchments of the decision 
6. The capital and operating cost of re-opening the school 
7. Risk mitigation 
8. School Transition Working Group 
9. Conclusion 
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Introduction 
 

The decision to re-open a school is nearly as difficult as the decision to close one. A Board needs to 
consider the educational, operational, financial implications and the impact on families and students of 
such a decision. It needs to consider short and medium-term trends and also attempt to predict the 
longer-term trends with respect to enrollment and housing development. Re-opening a school based on 
a short-term population bulge not only impacts the District’s financial health, it also risks a future 
closure if numbers do not bear out. Finally, even where the evidence of need is present, the timing of 
the decision is a challenge. Does the school open with limited enrollment and wait to grow or does the 
Board wait until the last moment to ensure a vibrant school? 

 
This report attempts to provide the Board with background on these issues. Staff, with the assistance of 
outside enrollment consultants relying on future development data, can only provide best estimates. 
Further, predictions of declining enrollment can be made in error and the same error can be made with 
respect to growth and the Board should be cognizant of this reality. 

 
Finally, it should be noted that the closure of the school has allowed the District to reinvest millions of 
dollars into educational programming. These investments have supported record levels of student 
success. The decision to close was supported by demographic data at the time of the decision in 
addition to facility limitations that have been partly addressed in the interim years. 

 
As the recommendation makes clear, the educational, operational and financial considerations support 
the re-opening of the school with some concerns outstanding. 

 
Educational Considerations 

 
Over the last number of years, the system has seen an increase in the level of complexity of our 
students. While the cause of this complexity is not clear and is largely influenced by external societal 
impacts and certainly by the impact of the isolation of COVID on children, the District is increasingly 
being asked to address issues that range from academic (our traditional mandate) to social and emotion 
to medical to economic. Whether this is reasonable is somewhat beside the point given the District’s 
inability to limit such demands. 

 
With this increasing complexity in mind, it is becoming clear that as schools continue to grow or even 
just maintain at capacity, some schools are lacking sufficient space to create the most enabling 
environment for all students. The philosophy of inclusion, pull-out models, space for regulation etc. is 
beyond the scope of this report as it is largely intended to address a demographic issue. Nevertheless, 
there is little doubt that in a system at capacity that, excluding the financial implication, educational 
harm is unlikely to occur by the creation of additional capacity in schools. 

 
With respect to the use of portables, recently refurbished units referred to as learning studios provide 
an excellent learning environment. Their modern HVAC systems provide both heating and cooling and 
are in demand in the schools they have been installed. However, they also remove play space from 
facilities. Increased divisions also limit access to school amenities such as gyms, libraries and 
multipurpose spaces. 
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However, capacity should not come at the expense of a school’s culture. Rutherford was built for 
approximately 400 students. In 2021-22 the facility hosted Pleasant Valley Elementary and was slightly 
above capacity. The experience was positive. However, in contrast, a school that is half empty is at risk 
of a lack of vibrancy. Therefore, it is imperative to ensure that Rutherford reaches 250-300 as quickly as 
possible and be assigned boundaries that will ensure the population is maintained at or above 300 
students. 

 
Enrollment Trends for the North End 

 
Since the District’s initial longer-term housing-based projections were received, the district has had two 
additional years of experience to ensure that our yield factor1 aligns with our most recent available 
numbers. This work has led to declines in some of our projections (e.g., Frank J Ney and Pleasant Valley) 
and increases in others (such as Cilaire and McGirr). As highlighted in the District’s initial LRFP, a variety 
of factors are influencing the slightly lower growth projections including housing affordability as well as 
family out-migration to other jurisdictions. Interestingly, the initial Licker Data was based on a pre- 
COVID environment whereas the most recent update is based on a post-COVID environment. We note 
that our elementary estimates (Baragar and Licker) have missed on the low-end and our secondary 
numbers have been above estimates2. There is some concern that this may be a direct impact of a post- 
COVID trend. 

 
Further, there is a lack of clarity of how interest rate increases and more liberal housing development 
regimes in the lower mainland will impact Nanaimo-Ladysmith housing starts. This latter point is a risk 
factor. Nevertheless, the District’s long term enrollment projections continue to project significant 
growth. 

 
The Baragar Systems projections that the District relies on for shorter term planning indicate a flat, and 
in some areas, declining enrollment which differ from the Licker Geospatial data. However, the District 
has not taken the time to specifically incorporate the housing growth numbers into the program given 
our reliance on the Licker Geospatial data for our longer-term planning. While not specifically intended, 
the Baragar data likely provides the Board with the low-end estimate and the Licker data provides the 
high-end estimate. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

1 Note that the yield factor is basically the number of students that are likely to be produced by a certain 
housing type in a specific neighbourhood. For instance, a condo in the north end is less likely to have 
children living in it than a single-family home with a suite in the south end. 
2 It should be noted that Licker Geospatial data was designed as a 10-year projection and then 
annualized. 
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The projections do not account for the Green Thumb development or any future Woodgrove Mall 
redevelopment. They also do not account for the holdings in the Stephenson Point and Hammond Bay 
areas owned by a major developer who the District has met with. The reason for this is the timeline for 
these projects puts the students slightly outside of the projection window. Therefore, assuming that this 
additional growth proceeds, additional enrollment will be available outside of the target window 
associated with the decision. As the District plans any catchment shifts, we will continue to meet with 
the major landholders in the impacted areas to understand future growth patterns as well as the timing 
of development. 

 
If the Baragar numbers were accurate, the District could likely combine catchment shifts and the 
continued use of portables to address our capacity issues. If Licker Geospatial is correct, then additional 
capacity is the only solution. The immediate numbers do mean that the Board could delay a decision. 
However, there are other factors to consider in its deliberations. 

 
Based on the BC government’s focus on housing growth, the Federal government’s continued elevated 
levels of immigration, continued demand for our amazing area and continued commitment by major 
developers for sustained growth, it is reasonable to assume that at minimum the area’s enrollment will 
be maintained and, barring major shifts in the region’s economics, see enrollment increases. 
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Current Capacity Enrollment 
 

The north end has been facing a capacity issue for a number of years. This capacity issue has been 
addressed by a combination of expansion (Frank J Ney) and an attempt to expand French Immersion to 
shift students away from overcapacity schools (École Hammond Bay) and portables. 

 
The District’s strategies to address capacity have been mostly successful. However, many of our sites will 
cease to be able to support portables if there is continued growth. For instance, we will not place new 
portables at Randerson Ridge. Departure Bay already has 5 portables. It is unclear whether the 
Hammond Bay Expansion will have the impact on alleviating neighboring school capacity issues that the 
business case for the expansion was partially premised upon. 

 
The following chart illustrates impacted school capacities without portables and then with portables, 
and the variances against current enrolment as of May 9th, 2023, for the 2023/24 school year: 

 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Excluding Hammond Bay, 13.65% of our 2023/24 registered elementary students will be served in 
portables in the north end (475 of 3,481 students). Further, almost all the schools in the area would 
require additional portables to serve an additional division or alternatively lose spaces within the school 
to serve an additional division. 

 
With portables, most of our schools can support their populations and small levels of growth. This 
strategy is absolutely an option if the Board wishes to wait to see the medium-term impact of the 
current economic environment. However, Randerson Ridge has been closed to additional enrollment 
with the exception of kindergarten registration. Further, Pleasant Valley requires an additional portable 
for September. Notably, due to resource and permitting issues, it is not guaranteed to be ready. Even in 
the event that portables are available the timing of installations is now so lengthy in planning, 
permitting and installation that portables are an increasingly poor solution to immediate capacity issues. 
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With respect to current enrollment, the District is seeing very soft elementary enrollment from 
projections as follows: 

 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

The District is taking steps to advertise and promote registration. However, the likelihood of having 
lower elementary school enrollment than projections in 2023-24 is greater than exceeding the estimate. 
This dynamic also lessens the pressure to open Rutherford in 2024-25. 

 
Impact on Catchments and Neighborhoods 

 
Part of the reason to consider the reopening of Rutherford in the short-term is to alleviate pressures at 
Departure Bay (by the movement of students from Departure Bay to Frank J Ney and Frank J Ney to 
Rutherford). It is also intended to move students from Randerson Ridge to Rutherford. 

 
Both scenarios will result in family expectations changing with boundaries and limiting access to 
Randerson Ridge, Departure Bay and Frank J Ney. In the case of Departure Bay, there will be families 
who not only will be impacted at the elementary level but also their secondary catchment would shift to 
Dover Bay. For instance, while the catchments are not complete and would require consultation, the 
likelihood of Oakridge shifting to Frank J Ney and the catchment for Rutherford extending well up the 
hill on Rutherford Road is high. 

 
The creation of boundaries will result in significant community concerns. Many will be left disappointed, 
and the Board should be aware of this reality. 

 
Until the Board has made a decision with respect to opening, contemplating how the school should be 
reopened is slightly premature but there are a number of options including: 

 
1. Seeking volunteers from the newly drawn catchment to attend the school 

 
This option would create the least disruption among the community. However, the challenge 
with this option is whether the school could create grade configurations that make sense. For 
instance, would the school end up with split classes over 3 grades? What is the cost to 
opening a school with limited numbers. 

 
There is a possibility that the District could initially seek volunteers but if that system was 
ineffective then mandatory moves could be required. 
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2. Opening the school as a K-1 or a primary school (K-3) or a K-5 and require students in 
catchment in the impacted grades to shift. 

 
This option, particularly the K-3 and K-5 version of it would likely raise concerns among 
impacted parents. In all three of these scenarios is it likely there would be sufficient time to 
create a school culture by their grade 7 year that the disruption of the shift could be mitigated. 

 
There would likely be limited resources for such a small school, but if the Board has a multi-year 
budget plan, the deficits created by a small school would be anticipated and fade as the school 
added an additional grade each year. This is similar to Hammond Bay which will have significant 
amounts of empty space until their additional kindergarten cohort from 2021-22 moves through 
to grade 7. 

 
3. Open the school as a K-7 and require all students in the catchment to move unless a cross 

boundary transfer was available to remain at their current school. 
 

This option, while making Rutherford immediately viable, would have impacts on families not 
wishing to transfer. For instance, a student entering their grade 7 year is unlikely to want to 
leave their cohort. The financial and operating benefit is unlikely to outweigh the individual 
impact on impacted families in the circumstances. 

 
These are just some of options available to the District and the proposed working group would 
ultimately make recommendations as to the catchment and manner of opening. 

 
 

Financial Considerations 
 

There are two main considerations with respect to the financial impact of the decision. 

Capital 

Rutherford saw investments to upgrade the facility to serve as a temporary home to Pleasant Valley 
Elementary. This investment dealt with a number of issues including: 

 
• Creation of a new classroom space by reappropriating a portion of the library 
• Updating the majority of classrooms - including targeted flooring replacements, painting, 

whiteboards, storage 
• Addition of sinks and hot water in classrooms 
• Water bottle filling stations 
• Improved classroom ventilation in the two-storey block 
• Exterior painting 
• IT WIFI/Data upgrade throughout 
• Full duct cleaning 
• Repair of targeted budling envelope issues 
• Repair of crawlspace mold/initiation issue 
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The District has also upgraded portions of the heating system. Given this, the District does not envision a 
major capital investment to reopen the facility. However, the Board will be required to fund some minor 
capital alterations/improvements (yet to be identified) and approximately $450,000 to support school- 
based furniture and equipment, including desks, gym equipment, library resources, technology, etc. 
Further, the facility will need to be placed on the District’s seismic upgrade list. However, the majority of 
our schools are currently in need of upgrading. Given this reality the capital costs associated with the 
Rutherford opening are not a significant barrier and the Board would likely need to set aside 
approximately the $450,000 noted above in local capital to prepare for the opening. 

 
As indicated the opening of Rutherford will reduce the immediate need for portables on Randerson, 
McGirr, Departure Bay and potentially Frank Ney. Closed portables are ‘mothballed’ on existing sites 
for future consideration. Surplus or mothballed portables will be considered for removal to address 
other pressing space needs, depending on forecast enrolments at the site they are currently located. 
This assists in reducing portable movements while minimizing the chances of requiring the purchase of 
new units. 

 
The continued increase in the secondary population suggests that Wellington and NDSS may require 
additional space. Further, Mountain View and Pleasant Valley continue to see immediate growth. 
Avoiding the purchase of portables should be a priority for the District. 

 
 

Operations 
 

The operational cost of the impact on the Board will be significant. The yearly cost of operating the 
school will be approximately $906,389. Note that this amount can be mitigated and strategies are 
presented below: 
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Transportation 
 

Further, the cancellation of the Frank J Ney bus trip from Route #16, will bring a savings of about 
$13,400. As trips on Route 16 also service NDSS and Mountain view, it is not possible to remove a bus 
from the fleet. 

 
Eliminating the Frank J Ney trip could also improve service from Mountain View catchment to NDSS, and 
Mountain View catchment to Mountain View Elementary. NDSS students would not have to arrive as 
early in the morning or leave as late in the afternoon. Route #3 stops could be re-distributed with Route 
#16 to allow shorter runs and less time waiting at the school to go home. There would be some 
kilometers added back in the morning so the fuel savings would be a bit less, but the staffing would still 
save one hour/day. Savings in this scenario would be approximately $11,600. 

 
Risk Mitigation and Timing 

 
As noted above, elementary enrollment is low at this time. As the LRFP warned changing economic 
conditions, lack of affordability in the region, out migration to Alberta and other issues could result in 
changing dynamics for the District. Staff continue to see significant levels of construction in the region. 
Nevertheless, if lower enrollment becomes a trend Rutherford’s re-opening would be an ongoing net 
negative to the District that would require the reallocation of resources on an ongoing basis to support 
it. 

 
The District has five strategies to address the financial issue: 

 
1. Additional Revenue generation; 
2. Reviewing Current Funding Formulas within the District; 
3. Reallocating Discretionary Expenditures; 
4. Consolidating District Programs and/or Resources; and 
5. Use Surplus to Support the Opening of the School 

 
1. Additional Revenue 

 
There are two areas to look for additional revenue to support the school opening: 1) International 
Student Programming; and 2) Community Partnerships. 

 
International Program 

 
With appropriate boundaries, the North End can currently support a healthy Rutherford. As previously 
noted, we currently have 19 active portables in the impacted area. Rationalizing our service would 
require redrawing catchments and closing access to portables and limiting transfers. 

 
On April 26, 2023, the Board pass the following motion: 

 
That the Board of Education of School District No. 68 (Nanaimo-Ladysmith) 
approve the expansion of the International Student Elementary School Program. 

 
The action sheet associated with the decision can be found here. If the District can successfully expand 
our elementary school program the District would be able to use additional revenues from the program 
to support the additional operating costs of a school. 
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ISE Tuition fees for an Elementary Student are currently $16,400 which covers the cost of educational 
supports, District overhead and medical insurance. Residual revenue is able to support District 
programming. 

 
Notably, as our domestic population continues to grow the international enrollment would be limited by 
such growth. 

 
Community Partnerships 

 
Both the Board’s LRFP as well the City of Nanaimo’s Official Community Plan envision schools as 
neighbourhood hubs. Given this, it is likely that the District could contemplate some rental of the facility 
if it is conducive to the school and has limited impact. This concept has not been explored in depth but 
at the very least could offset some of the ongoing maintenance and caretaking costs of the facility. 

 
2. Reviewing Current Funding Formulas within the District 

 
In the event that Rutherford opened and the overall elementary FTE of the District did not increase the 

District could consider changing school formulas. For instance, any of the itinerate categories should 
shift resulting in slightly less service to schools while maintaining the same ratio of service to students. 
Other formulas could also be reviewed if required. 

 
3. Reallocating Discretionary Expenditures 

 
Many of the District’s financial obligations are set by collective agreement requirements or legislative 
need. There are areas, however, that the Board has flexibility. 

 
For instance, the year the Board closed Rutherford coincided with increased hours for CYFSWs. The 
Board could proceed to shrink the size of the Board for the next election to 7. The Board could limit 
Learning coordinators or make other similar shifts. Similarly the inclusion outreach program could be an 
option, bussing etc. These shifts are not being recommended, but in the event that enrollment growth 
does not appear and other mitigation strategies are unsuccessful, shifts will be required. 

 
4. Consolidating District Programming 

 
The District is also facing a capacity crunch for broader District programming. For instance, Woodlands 
and Dufferin are nearing capacity for student programming and District supports that are housed at 
these facilities. In the event that Rutherford opened and maintained at less than capacity the District 
could theoretically place additional programming at the site dependent on parking requirements. 
Another example could be our ICE program or even the Board office (however that would involve a 
signifcant capital investment). 

 
5. Use of Surplus 

 
Staff have previously presented the idea of setting aside surplus to mitigate the impact of the reopening 
of Rutherford on our operating budget. This strategy would see the Board setting aside surplus from the 
2022-23 and 2023-24 (if available) to offset the operating cost impact of the reopening in 2024-25. 
Essentially, we would be planning to set aside surplus to offset the additional costs that are not covered 
by increasing enrollment without the requirement to reduce services. If enrollment did not grow 
sufficient resource reallocations would be required. 
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Timing 
 

As noted, staff are recommending the opening occur in September of 2025 subject to final confirmation 
of North End enrollment in Fall of 2023. Currently, based on the current lower than anticipated 
enrollment for September 2023, a reopening in September 2024 would not be required. 

 
Administrative Procedure 302 provides the following: 

 
Boundary decisions will normally be made no later than the January prior to the 
commencement of instruction in a new school or a school undergoing school 
boundary/catchment area revisions. 

 
While September 2024 is achievable, a September 2024 date would require staff to complete 
catchments over the summer, the Board to determine whether enrollment supports a September 2024 
opening in early October 2023 followed by a major community consultation to determine boundaries to 
be complete by January 2024. 

 
If in Fall of 2023 enrollment is approaching our estimates, then the Board would proceed to direct the 
consultation work to be undertaken by the School Transition Working Group. If enrollment continued to 
be softer the Board may wish to consult further with the community (both broader NLPS community as 
well as staff) to determine priorities. 

 
School Transition Working Group 

 
The purpose of the School Transition Working Group (the “STWG”) would be to: 

 
1. Discuss catchments as created by staff and external consultants; 
2. Discuss the manner in which the school would open; 
3. Create a consultation plan for both of these issues; 
4. Discuss staffing and risk mitigation (note that some direct discussions would occur between 

NDTA and the District and CUPE and the District outside of this process); 
5. Invite external presentations and guests (e.g. developers, school reps as required) as specific 

issues are addressed; and 
6. Report to the Board on progress and provide recommendations. 

 
While a terms of reference would be drafted along the lines of the points above the intended 
membership would be the Superintendent, Assistant Superintendent Elementary, the Secretary- 
Treasurer, rep from finance, rep from facilities, Director of Communication, two DPAC members (one 
executive member and a member from an impacted school), two NDTA reps (with a request for an 
executive member and a teacher from an impacted school), CUPE reps (with a request for an executive 
member and a staff member from an impacted school) Leaders for Learning, the principals of 
Randerson, Departure Bay, McGirr an Frank J Ney and a staff member from the City of Nanaimo. 

 
Note that as a working group there is not a trustee member. This is purposeful. Given trustees will be 
making the ultimate decision on boundaries, the manner in which the school opens, trustee 
membership could create a concern about bias. 
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Conclusion 
 

Nanaimo and particularly north Nanaimo remains one of the fastest growing regions in the country. 
Active and planned housing growth is continuing. More people are coming. The Board’s LRFP commits to 
ensuring positive learning spaces for our students. 

 
In the District's case it has a closed facility ready to be brought back online in an area of significant 
projected growth. This alignment of commitment to providing positive learning space and future 
growth have led staff to make the recommendation it has made. 

 
However, the recommendation is not without the noted risks. Additional space and shrinking our 
portable usage is a positive goal but need to be considered in the light of any detrimental impacts on 
programming and the people that provide the programming. The recommendation is intended to 
balance risk with the benefits of a reopening with negative impacts. 

 
It is likely that some members of the community would prefer the school to open sooner rather than 
later. The District could likely delay the opening further until additional growth has materialized focusing 
resources on areas of District need. The recommendation of a reopening of September 2025 with a final 
review of numbers in the fall of 2023 provides an appropriate balance for the Board’s consideration. 
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District Overview  
 
 
Nanaimo Ladysmith Public Schools (NLPS) is the 
second largest school district on Vancouver 
Island and resides within the traditional 
territories of the Snuneymuxw, Snaw-Naw-As 
and Stz’uminus First Nations. In addition, NLPS is 
a proud community partner with Tillicum Lelum 
Aboriginal Friendship Centre and Mid Island 
Métis Nation. The district claims approximately 
15,350 students, with approximately 2700 
students identifying as Indigenous and 1300 
students with special needs. The district offers a 
full range of programs from kindergarten to 
grade 12 with additional programs for pre-school 
and adult learners.  
 
There are: twenty-eight elementary schools; 
eight secondary schools (including Learning 
Alternatives and Career Technical Centre); one 
distributed learning school – Island ConnectEd 
(K12); and approximately 2,200 employees. The 
district encompasses the City of Nanaimo, the 
towns of Ladysmith and Lantzville, Gabriola 
Island, North Oyster, Cedar and many other 
communities which represent a population of 
132,623 (2021 Census), and we are one of the 
fastest growing communities in Canada. The 
district’s consolidated Operating and Special 
Purpose Fund annual budgeted expense is $190 
million. 
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 Message from the Superintendent 
 

It is with pride that we present the Board with the 2023-24 preliminary budget. We are calling it the 
“Sustaining Momentum” budget. The budget is focused on continuing support for the implementation 
of the strategic plan in all 4 of our goal areas and ultimately supporting student success. 
 
In the area of continuous improvement of instruction and assessment, this budget continues the 
Board’s enhanced investments from the 2022-23 budget in support for students with complex, diverse 
and unique learning needs through the Tier 3 Program. It also maintains elevated hours for CYFSWs, 
robust professional development opportunities and enhances Education Assistant hours in one of the 
largest increases in years. 
 
In the area of safe, caring and healthy learning and working environment that is inclusive of the 
diversity of our entire learning community, the budget continues to invest in the district’s elevated 
ratio of counsellors to students, it supports an additional recruitment position to ensure we fill our 
vacancies and absences to ensure service to students. It also supports the single largest pay increase in 
the recent memory of the sector to support employees and keep them engaged. 
 
In the area of to be a leader in environmental stewardship and sustainability, reallocations of time in 
our District Learning Services department rather than additional resources will continue to support 
outdoor education, connections to the land, work on active transportation and other environmental 
initiatives in alignment with our Environmental Sustainability Action Plan. 
 
In the area of truth and reconciliation, we are making significant internal reallocations in our 
indigenous Education department in consultation with our Leaders for Learning table that sees us 
reallocate previously unfilled positions to provide more supports for our indigenous students in 
secondary schools as well as additional permanent Hul'q’umi'num teaching time. 
 
We are also extremely pleased that the Ministry of Education and Child Care has provided additional 
resources to support food security for our students in an ongoing capacity. We are in the beginning 
stages of planning for the expenditure of the new Feeding Futures Fund and are excited for this major 
investment in ensuring all of our students have access to healthy food to support their learning. 
 
Overall, this budget will serve students and allow us to sustain the momentum of our strategic plan 
that we have seen over the last few years. 
 
Sincerely,  
 

 

Scott Saywell 
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 Executive Summary 
 
Over the last few months, staff have presented the Board with the varying assumptions that have 
ultimately led to the draft preliminary annual budget. Theses assumptions have included enrolment 
projections including “Bricks and Mortar” schools, distance education and International Education 
along with specially funded categories such as special needs and indigenous supports. The 
assumptions see the district growing in our “Bricks and Mortar” schools and the international program 
with the increase being partially offset by a continuing decline in our distance education offering. With 
these assumptions made, the budget as presented is able to support previous investments by the 
Board in priority areas, as well as support increased Education Assistant hours, significant wage 
increases to our employees, and is focused on sustaining the district’s momentum in achieving it goals. 
 
As noted, the district’s enrolment continues to increase, although our overall FTE increase is offset in 
part by a decline in enrolment at Island Connect Education. Any changes to staffing in schools are a 
direct result in fluctuating enrolment. This increase in FTE provides some additional revenue but 
overall inflationary increases to costs and continued elevated TTOC and support staff replacement 
costs associated with legislative change and an overall increase in absenteeism limits the availability of 
additional revenue. 
 
With respect to EA hours as a result of an agreement with our CUPE partners as well as a boost to the 
Learning Improvement Fund, there is a significant number of additional hours available. The funding 
level for Educational Assistants will be at an all time high. This investment is in addition to the Board’s 
continuing investment in Tier 3 programming made in the 2022-23 schools year and previous 
investments in CYFSW hours. 
 
Currently, both our teachers and CUPE staff will be receiving a 6.75% increase in wages. This is the 
largest single increase in the recent memory of the district. Moreover, when compounded with last 
year’s increase the total is over 10% over two years. At this time, the district has budgeted funds to 
support an exempt and Principal and Vice-Principal increase but are awaiting instructions on both the 
percentage increase as well as the funding that would be provided to support the increase.  
 
It is also notable that the district has not budgeted a Local Capital transfer for the purposes of 
purchasing technology, supporting the district Wi-Fi initiative, or other capital related initiatives of the 
Board. Staff anticipate an end of year surplus that in September would support such a transfer. If the 
local capital transfer was in the preliminary budget the Board would be faced with making service 
reductions. Similar to 2022-23 it was felt that given the likelihood of a surplus, that cutting resources 
was not sufficiently student focused. 
 
The district has also reallocated a Facilities Planning position from our Classroom Enhancement Fund 
to our Annual Facilities Grant so that Human Resources can hire an additional recruiter to enhance the 
district’s ability to hire hard to fill positions. 
 
Finally, the budget has rationalized the Indigenous Education budget in an attempt to limit future 
surpluses and support more teaching and language time on an ongoing basis through reallocations 
within the existing budget envelope. 
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 Strategic Plan 
 
Our strategic plan defines the key areas of focus as we work together to support student learning in 
order to achieve our vision of Success for All. 
 
The district’s goals and objectives are guided by the four goals of the Board’s Strategic Plan: 

 Continuous improvement of instruction and assessment 

 Safe, caring and healthy learning and working environment that is inclusive of the diversity of 
our entire learning community 

 To be a leader in environment stewardship and sustainability 

 Truth and reconciliation 
 

Vision 

Courageous, innovative, inclusive and personalized learning community that inspires success for all. 

Mission 

To educate all students to become confident, curious and caring citizens by creating an inspiring, 
inclusive and healthy environment to work, learn and play. 

Values 

Student Centered Accountability, Collaboration, Diversity, Equity, Honesty, Inclusion, Integrity, Mutual 
Respect, Sustainable, and Transparency. 
 

 Syeyutsus Framework 
 
Truth and Reconciliation is a significant goal of Nanaimo Ladysmith Public Schools (NLPS). The goal of 
reconciliation was established by the Board of Education in response to Canada’s Truth & 
Reconciliation Calls to Action and is underpinned by the United Nations Declaration on the Rights of 
Indigenous Peoples (UNDRIP). In partnership, NLPS and Indigenous Knowledge Keepers are committed 
to continue working together on the journey of reconciliation. 
 
Nanaimo Ladysmith Public Schools commits to honoring the land and using this Framework to guide 
and inform by: 

 

 Working with our students, staff, Indigenous Knowledge Keepers, and community partner 
groups in a spirit of respect, courage and vulnerability to bridge together different views and 
beliefs, in a restorative caring way. 

 Providing ongoing and meaningful learning opportunities for all students, staff, and 
community partner groups. 
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Community Engagement 
 

Nanaimo Ladysmith Public Schools recognizes the value of public participation, values the wisdom  
of our community and is committed to creating appropriate opportunities for students, staff, the local  
community, education partners, our local First Nations and Mid Island Métis Nation through a meaningful  
engagement process. The district also recognizes that public participation is an important step in the  
decision-making process that provides the Board an opportunity to make well-informed, data-driven  
and community inspired decisions. 
  
The district will approach every public participation process with a goal to be student-centred while taking 
direction from the Syeyutsus Learning Framework. The district commits to honouring the land and using  
the Framework to guide and inform by:  
 
1. Working with our students, staff, Indigenous Knowledge Keepers, and community partner groups in a  

spirit of respect, courage and vulnerability to bridge together different views and beliefs, in a restorative  
caring way.  

2. Providing ongoing and meaningful learning opportunities for all students, staff and community partner  
groups.  

 
With every public participation opportunity, the district will value:  
 
• Transparency and Accountability - It will clearly communicate public participation opportunities,  

the process it intends to follow and will share the results and outcome of its decision-making process.  
• Inclusivity - With direction from the Inclusion Policy, it will provide public participation opportunities  

based on the principles of respect, acceptance, safety and equity.  
• Authenticity - The community will be given the opportunity to participate in a variety of avenues. The  

district will discern all respectful and authentic feedback during the decision-making process.  
• Relevance - All public participation, no matter in-person or electronic, will be received and considered  

provided it is relevant to the respective engagement process. 
 
Engagement opportunities during the Budget and Financial Planning cycle include but are not limited  
to the following: 
 
• ThoughtExchange Surveys/Questions 
• Student Voice Sessions 
• Sessions with our Leaders for Learning Group (Indigenous Partners Group) 
• Teams or “Town Hall” Virtual Sessions 
• Budget and Financial Literacy Sessions 
• Individual Stakeholder Meetings 
• Social Media Engagements 
• Email Feedback 
  
Information, ideas, recommendations, and wisdom gathered throughout the engagement  
sessions will be incorporated into the districts multi-year financial plan where it aligns with our  
Strategic or Operational Plans, or in support of enhanced student outcomes as much as available  
resources and educational planning and delivery parameters permit.    
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Annual Budget Overview 
 
Boards of Education are required to prepare and submit to the Ministry of Education and Child 
Care, two budgets per fiscal year, the Annual Budget based on estimated student enrolment, 
revenues, and expenses, and an Amended Annual Budget based on confirmed student enrolment 
and updated revenues and expenses.  
 
The majority of a School District’s funding comes from the Ministry of Education and Child Care 
through the Operating Grant, Special Purpose Funds, and Capital Funding. Further, the Ministry 
requires all Schools Districts to submit their budgets in the same format where revenues and 
expenses are to be accounted for and presented in these three distinct funding categories. 
 
In addition to Ministry of Education and Child Care funding the district receives revenues from a 
variety of sources that are recorded in either the Operating Fund, or a Special Purpose Fund. 
Some examples include revenues from our International Student Education program, Federal 
French Funding, community rentals and leases, and other miscellaneous grants and donations.  
 
The Preliminary Annual Budget document begins with overarching guiding principals and budget 
criteria then provides budget preparation and development information, a budget timeline, and 
student enrolment information. Following that, the document presents budget information in the 
three distinct funding categories: the Operating Fund, Special Purpose Funds, and Capital Funds.  
 
Following the budget information, areas of identified risk are noted, and the districts accumulated 
operating surplus position is provided along with supportive information.    

 
Guiding Principles  

 
Guiding principles provide the framework and parameters for which the districts budget is created.  
 

 The annual budget complies with the School Act, district policy and other legislative 
requirements. The Board must submit a balanced budget  

 The budget process be aligned with and support the Board’s strategic direction and goals  
 Positive student experience and outcomes are priority 
 Feedback from community and stakeholder engagement process will be incorporated where 

resources allow and in alignment with board and operational goals 
 Ongoing costs should not be greater than ongoing revenues  
 District accumulated surplus is established and maintained in accordance with Board Policy  
 Sustainable, inclusive, equitable and financially prudent resource allocations, along with risk 

mitigation strategies are key drivers in budget decisions and creation 
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Budget Criteria  
 
Setting decision criteria is best practice when making organizational decisions. Decision criteria are 
those variables or characteristics that are important to the district when making decisions and should 
provide direction when evaluating alternatives. When faced with a budget decision, the criteria 
should be considered in respect of where resources should be directed in priority order.  
 

 Maximize success/completion rates for all students  
 Optimize our schools and facilities as safe, healthy, and inclusive learning and workspaces  
 Provide all students with safe, equitable and inclusive access to schools and programs 
 Provide greater supports and opportunities to embed Indigenous culture, teachings, and 

curriculum for all students  
 Provide a variety of pathways for every student to meet his/her desired learning outcomes  
 Maximize support for student learning in literacy and numeracy  
 Provide adequate and sustainable budgets for facilities and technology to sustain necessary 

infrastructure and space needs  
 Optimize the use of technology as a tool to support student learning and organizational 

efficiencies  
 Support student and employee wellness throughout the district  
 Optimize our organizational capacity though ongoing leadership enhancement opportunity 

and succession planning 
 Reduce the impact of our operations on the environment through continuously improved 

sustainability practices 
 
 

  Budget Preparation and Development 
 
Preparation for the annual budget begins by utilizing the prior year’s amended budget as the initial 
starting point. It is not rebuilt from a zero base each year as educational programs are ongoing, and 
many operational costs are fixed.  
 
One time revenue and expenditures, along with any appropriated surplus’s are removed, then 
adjustments are made to account for student enrolment estimates, current year funding levels as 
approved by the Ministry, and other revenue and expenditures changes deemed necessary per 
review of all budget categories. This ensures the district has accounted for all known variables, 
inflation, areas of risk, current year initiatives in support of student education, and any required 
adjustments to respond to the emergent or strategic needs of the district. Included in the creation of 
the new year’s budget are updated estimates, assumptions and adjustments pertaining to the 
following revenue and expense categories:  
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Revenues: 
 

 Student enrolment  
 Operating Grant  
 International students’ enrolment and tuition  
 Investment/Interest income 
 Rentals and Leases 
 Other Provincial revenues/Grants 
 Miscellaneous Grants (one-time funding) 
 Special Purpose Funds 
 Annual Facilities Grant current year funding/priorities  
 Capital Funding Agreement confirmation 
 Removal of prior year’s restricted surplus and deferred revenue  

 
Expenses: 
 

 Adjustments for salary increases per Collective Agreements, employment  
contracts or Ministry direction  

 Replacement and Benefits costs 
 Technology (IT) plan, including all district annual software license fees  
 Contractual obligations such as professional development, release time, etc.  
 Inflationary adjustments (+/-) for utilities, supplies, equipment, software, insurance, legal fees, 

professional development, etc.  
 Cost adjustments for items such as Maternity/ Paternity pay, premiums and allowances  
 Actuarial expense costs 
 Adjustments for the NGN contribution, EFB liability, job evaluations and potential 

grievance/arbitration settlements, etc.  
 
Reallocations: 
 

 Special Purpose Fund reorganizations to align with annual educational programming plans  
 Departmental expenditure reorganization per determined needs  
 Realignment of ongoing resource to support coming year initiatives and/or educational 

strategies in alignment with the strategic or operational plans  
 
 
Following the adjustments required to account for all known cost pressures, changes in revenue and 
potential shifts in educational delivery models pursuant to student outcomes, the budget may be 
subject to further changes to support additional educational programing to enhance student outcomes. 
These may arise per request through the community engagement process by partner groups, the 
community, stakeholders, or by direction of the board. 
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Budget Timeline 
 

In accordance with the School Act, school districts must approve a balanced budget and submit it to 
the Ministry of Education and Child Care by the end of June each year, and an Amended Annual 
Budget by the end of February each year. Below is an example of a Budget Timeline for a fiscal year. 

 
September Financial Statements presented to and approved by the Board (Q4 Financial Report) 
  Multi Year Financial Plan presented and approved by the Board (NEW) 

1701 Student Data Collection  

October Preliminary Departmental discussions on coming year’s budget 
  Quarterly Report (Q1) presented to the Board. 

December Ministry of Education provides confirmed Operating Grants based on 1701 Student Data  

January Operating Grant update provided to the Board per December MOE confirmation 
Amended Annual Budget finalized per MOE funding confirmation 
Enrolment Estimate process for next year begins  
Departmental discussions on coming year’s budget continue  
Stakeholder discussions on coming year’s budget begin 

February Amended Annual Budget presented to and approved by the Board (Q2 report included) 
Enrolment estimates finalized for Ministry submission 
Enrolment update provided to the Board  
Community/stakeholder engagement process for upcoming budget determined and started 
Thought Exchange goes out to public  

March Ministry announces Preliminary Operating Grants for coming year based on projected 
Student enrolment – Board receives update 
Budget creation begins 
Community engagement continues - includes Stakeholders, Students, First Nations, and 
Partner groups  
Departmental budgets finalized per confirmed funding levels 

April Community engagement process concludes  
Proposed Preliminary Annual Budget is completed, and a high-level summary is provided to 
Board/Public 

May Proposed Preliminary Annual Budget is presented to the Board 
Stakeholder presentations take place  
Quarterly Financial Report presented to the Board (Q3) 
Final Budget discussions take place 

  Preliminary Annual Budget is finalized, presented to, and approved by the Board 
 
June  Multi-Year Financial Plan is created (NEW) 
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Student Enrolment 
School district funding, specifically the Operating Grant, is generated by our student population, per 
student course load at Secondary and Distributed Learning, student demographics, along with additional 
factors based on enrolment. Student numbers presented in the graph below are not student headcount, 
but student full time equivalent (FTE). For funding purposes Kindergarten to grade 9 students counts as 
1.0 FTE each but at secondary and distributed learning the FTE is based on the number of courses each 
student takes, where each course is .125 FTE, and may be greater or less than 1.0 FTE per student.  

The Ministry of Education and Child Care collects student enrolment data three times per school year 
(September, February, and May) where September accounts for the majority of the Operating Fund, the 
February and May counts capture additional Distributed Learning courses started after September and 
identify and provide funding for new special needs students and refuges who enrol after September 30th.    

The enrolment information presented below is based strictly on September FTE actuals (regular, 
distributed learning, continuing education, and adult learners) for 2018/19 to 2022/23, preliminary 
estimates for 2023/24 and forecasts for 2024/25 and 2025/26. 

The three-year forecast was prepared using enrolment projections generated by Baragar Systems 
(enrolment projections software), historical enrolment trend analysis, and local knowledge. 
The district generally takes a conservative approach to preliminary enrolment estimates to avoid being 
over funded. For 2022/23 we were less conservative as we saw students re-engage after pandemic 
restrictions eased. Our preliminary estimated September enrolment for 2022/23 was 15,046FTE, 
however, the confirmed enrolment was 14,915 for a difference of (131) FTE which resulted in a loss of 
funding. This decrease was not expected by either of our external enrolment consultants or district 
staff, we anticipated continued growth. We are therefore taking a status-quo approach in 2023/24 to 
avoid being overfunded again, as well as to determine if this was a post-covid anomaly or if Nanaimo’s 
demographic is changing per current costs of living and therefore growth is softening.  
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Enrolment Projection 
 
For additional reference, provided below is a summary of the districts budgeted enrolment for 2022/23 
along with actuals, as well as our three-year enrolment projections as required by the Ministry of 
Education and Child Care for funding and financial planning purposes which was submitted to the 
Ministry in February 2023.  
 
As noted on the previous page, our enrolment in 2022/23 did not decrease, rather it came in less than 
originally projected. Presented below are our reasonably conservative estimates, which is what our 
preliminary Operating Grant is calculated on. 
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Operating Fund 
The District’s Operating Budget is funded by multiple sources, which includes the Ministry of Education 
and Child Care Operating Grant, other Ministry of Education and Child Care Grants, other Provincial 
Grants, International Student Education Tuition, First Nation Local Education Agreement Funding, as 
well as other miscellaneous revenue not deemed Special Purpose by the Ministry of Education. 

Operating Grant 
 

The provincial government and BC’s 60 elected Boards of Education co-manage the education system in 
British Columbia. The province establishes the amount of grant funding available for public education 
annually and uses a funding formula to allocate these funds to Boards of Education. Boards manage and 
allocate their allotment based on local spending priorities that align with both the mandate of the 
Ministry of Education and Child Care and the School District’s Strategic and Operational Plan. Operating 
Grants for the K-12 system are allocated using student data collected from districts and applying 
formulae to ensure equity across British Columbia. 

The chart below shows the district’s actual annual Operating Grants for 2018/19 to 2022/23, as well as 
the estimated operating grants per projected student enrolment for 2023/24, 2024/25 and 2025/26.  

 

 
 

       
 Future figures are preliminary estimates subject to enrolment and rates per funding category  
 Future year forecasts are calculated using current year per student funding rates 
 2025/26 revenue is lower than 2024/25 only due to less anticipated revenue in the supplemental 

categories, not due to fewer students overall  

127,077,628 132,404,507 133,658,547 
144,613,980 147,113,495 

159,607,369 160,111,808 159,593,139 

18/19 19/20 20/21 21/22 22/23 23/24 24/25 25/26

NLPS Annual Operating Grants
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2023-24 Preliminary Operating Grant 

Reflected below is the overall change in the district’s Operating Grant for the 2023/24 Annual Budget 
as compared to the 2022/23 Amended Annual Budget, per estimated student enrolment: 

 

 
The School District's 2023-24 Estimated Operating Block can be found at:  
https://www2.gov.bc.ca/assets/gov/education/administration/resource-management/k12funding/23-24/23-24-sd68-
march-2023.pdf 
 

The Ministry of Education Operating Grant Manual, which contains the associated funding formulas, can be found at: 
https://www2.gov.bc.ca/assets/gov/education/administration/resource-management/k12funding/23-24/23-24-operating-
grants-manual.pdf 
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  Operating Fund – Summary of Revenue Changes 
 

Represented below are the operating revenue changes made to the 2023/24 Annual Budget, 
compared to those included in the 2022/23 Annual Amended Budget. 
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Overall revenue for the 2023/24 Annual Budget is estimated to be $12.6 million over the 2022/23 
Amended Budget. This is largely due to the Ministry increasing the per pupil funding rates to account 
for the significant general wage increases (GWI’s) for NDTA and CUPE staff.  
 

 

 

With regards to the International Student Program, note that we are estimating only a small increase 
in revenue over the 2022/23 Amended Budget. As compared to the very conservative student 
enrolment estimated during the pandemic and due to increased student participation in 2022/23, we 
have been less conservative for the coming year in an effort to stabilize the program and it’s 
associated staffing levels post-pandemic. However, we have been advised that there is global 
uncertainty with international student enrolment and that agents are seeing a “softening of interest” 
over the last year. This rising trend has us somewhat concerned that we may not hit our targets, but 
we are still optimistic that interest in our program will continue. If we do miss our targets, we may 
need to appropriate surplus to offset the loss in revenue. Staff will be monitoring this closely and will 
provide updates as applicable. As this is an area of financial risk, it is recommended that the Board 
maintain a healthy surplus balance in September 2023 as a mitigation strategy.  

 
Policy 2.16 Accumulated Operating Surplus (Reserves)  
AP524 – Accumulated Operating Surplus (Reserves) 
 

Our 2023/24 Operating Investment Revenue is estimated to be $1.1M, an increase of $200k from the 
2022/23 Annual Amended Budget amount of $900k.  Interest rates are expected to remain stable or 
begin to decrease at some point over the next year.  As the current rates are significantly higher than 
the rates at the beginning of the prior fiscal year, we are still expecting an increase in revenue 
despite the potential rate decrease that may occur over the year.        
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Operating Fund Expenses 
 

Expense adjustments for the 2023/24 Preliminary Annual Budget start with detailed analysis of the 
operating expenses in the 2022/23 Amended Annual Budget. From there, all known, projected, or 
anticipated increases or decreases are accounted for which may include items such as salary and benefit 
rate adjustments, inflationary cost pressures, removal of budgets not applicable to the current year, 
contractual obligations, assumed risk mitigation strategies, and student enrolment. The following chart 
represents the district’s adjusted operating expenses for the 2023/24 Annual Budget since the approval 
of the 2022/23 Amended Budget. 
 

 
The most significant expense adjustment is the 5.5% general wage increases (GWI’s) that is applicable to 
2023/24. There is a further 1.25% Cost-of-Living Adjustment (COLA) also due in 2023/24, however, we 
have not yet received funding for this so are not able to record the revenue or expense at this time. 
Funding is expected soon but likely won’t make the Annual Budget so will be accounted for and 
presented within the Amended Annual Budget.  
 
Staffing levels, school operating budgets, and district programs have been adjusted based on estimated 
student enrolment. Contractual obligations and negotiated collective agreement enhancements have 
been incorporated. The Ministry of Education and Child Care did not provide funding for inflationary 
costs in the 2023/24 Operating Grant thus departmental budgets are required to absorb costs within 
their current status-quo allocations. Note that if student enrolment exceeds initial projections and 
additional staffing is required, it will be added where necessary. 
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Indigenous Education - Target Fund 
Targeted Indigenous education funding requires the collaboration of Boards of Education and local 
Indigenous communities to develop and deliver Indigenous education programs and services that integrate 
academic achievement and Indigenous culture, language or both. School age students of Indigenous 
ancestry participating in Indigenous education programs and services offered by public schools are eligible 
for Indigenous education funding. Targeted funding provided to Boards of Education must be spent on the 
provision of Indigenous education programs and services. The delivery and outcomes of these programs and 
services must be documented, preferably through Enhancement Agreements. 
 

Funded Indigenous education programs and services must be in addition to any other program and service 
which an Indigenous student is eligible. Targeted funding must not be used to replace other funded 
programs such as Special Education or English Language Learning, or for the delivery of the provincial 
curriculum (including courses such as BC First Nations Studies and English First Peoples). The Indigenous 
Education Target falls under the district Operating Fund but it is a separate envelope of funding, strictly 
“targeted” for Indigenous students and programming and must be reported separately on Budget 
documents and Financial Statements. Note the historic financial summary provided below: 

 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

As identified in the year end surplus line, the Target finishes its fiscal year in ongoing surplus positions, mostly 
due to staffing complexities (e.g., unfilled positions). For 2023/24 the Target has undergone a significant 
reorganization. The purpose of the reorganization is to reduce future surplus, to increase teaching time of 
current positions to encourage continuity in those positions and to ensure that all targeted resources are 
serving the purposes for which the funds are provided.1  Specifically, we are reducing an unfilled outreach 
position created as a result of COVID, we are reducing two ICSSW positions that also typically go unfilled and 
removing a Teacher Coordinator position to ensure alignment with the requirements of the target. We are also 
adding a CUPE District Resource Coordinator. The reallocation will allow for six teaching positions in our 
secondary schools to become continuing 1.0 FTE positions as well as they will fund an additional Hul’q’umi’num 
language teacher on a permanent basis. The reorganization aligns staffing with planned educational delivery and 
mitigates the Target’s structural deficit by aligning expenses with the revenue generate strictly by student 
enrolment, not relying on year-end surplus, which we believe will be reduced under the new structure.  
 

 
1 Note that there are two CYFSW positions that were determined to be at risk if the Indigenous target expenditures 
were subject to audit. One position has been moved to the Operating Fund and will be reflected in the amended 
annual budget. 
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Operating Fund Summary 
 
For presentation to the Ministry of Education and Child Care, any transfer of Operating Revenue to Local 
Capital and an Appropriation of Restricted Surplus must be identified separately from general Revenue. 
For summary purposes, the chart below presents the Revenue and Expenses, as they will be shown on 
the 2023/24 Annual Budget Document for Bylaw approval. 
 
Note that the district must transfer funds from Operating to Local Capital in order to support a variety 
of initiatives. However, as in 2022/23, staff are anticipating a year end surplus which will fund this 
transfer in September. A transfer in the preliminary Annual Budget would create a deficit that would 
require resource reallocation to mitigate.  
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13,939,815 
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Operating Fund - Financial Summary 
 
Presented below are the Operating Fund revenues and expenses for 2023/24 as compared to the  
2022/23 Annual Amended Budget.  
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

Note1: The reduction in the Supplies and Services category is only due to the removal of prior year 
Accumulated Operating Surplus 

Note2: The negative amount under Substitutes is due to an adjustment to account for the anticipated savings 
generated by the VP as a TTOC Pilot Program 
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Special Purpose Fund Overview 
Special Purpose funds are separate funding envelopes provided by the Ministry of Education and Child 
Care or other third-party sources for particular programs, functions or activities. These individual funds 
have restrictions as to how they may be spent so revenues and expenditures are tracked separately. In 
addition, each fund has reporting requirements either annually, semi-annually or are subject to contract 
specifications. Where applicable, surplus balances at the end of each year or purpose are either 
returned back to the funding party, or in the case of a Ministry program, are deferred for use in the next 
fiscal year. 

A summary of the Special Purpose Funds confirmed for 2023/24, as well as a three-year historic 
summary of the districts ongoing Special Purpose Funds is presented below: 

 

 

  
 

Special Purpose Funds may change over the course of the fiscal year, further, new Funds may be 
announced. The district may also receive miscellaneous unanticipated funding over the course of a fiscal 
year. These are not included above as they vary year to year. 

Additional Special Purpose Grants received after the Annual Budget has been approved, or any changes 
to our current funding levels, will be accounted for and presented in the Amended Annual Budget in 
February 2024.  
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Summary by Fund 
 

AFG (Annual Facility Grant) - Funding provided to Boards of Education to use at their discretion for 
projects required to maintain facility assets through their anticipated economic life and to prevent 
premature deterioration of these assets. The amount of the Annual Facility Grant will be calculated by 
the Ministry of Education and Child Care using a formula based on student enrolment and the average 
age of facilities, with an adjustment made for unique geographic factors. 

 
The Annual Facilities Grant consists of two components, a Capital allocation, and a Special Purpose 
allocation. The total funding envelope for 2023/24 is $3,478,734 which is a significant increase over the 
past number of years where funding has been approximately $2.8 million. The district is extremely 
pleased with the $629,057 increase over 2022/23 as inflationary costs have put extreme pressure on 
project delivery.  

 

The Board of Education may expend its Annual Facility Grant for the purpose of: 
 

 Upgrading or replacing existing facility components throughout the expected economic life of 
an existing capital asset 

 Enhancing the service potential of an existing capital asset or a component of an existing 
capital asset by correcting deficiencies in design or construction, and unsafe conditions 

 Significantly lowering the associated operating costs of an existing capital asset 
 Extending the life of an existing capital asset or a component of an existing capital asset 

beyond its original life expectancy. 
 

The table below is a high-level summary of planned spending in 2023/24, per Ministry AFG category, 
along with the original 2022/23 summary for comparison: 
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Classroom Enhancement Fund (CEF) - This Fund was introduced by the Ministry of Education and Child 
Care in August 2017 as a result of the Supreme Court decision to restore class size and composition 
limits, pursuant to LOU17. The fund originally provided for capital needs related to additional classroom 
spaces and associated supplies, increased overhead costs, and the additional teacher staffing required 
under the restored language. At this time only overhead and teacher staffing costs are funded by 
Ministry, any costs related to additional classroom space must be funded by district reserves. Note that 
the overhead funding provides resources for increased Facilities, Payroll and HR staff necessary to 
support the restored language. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

12,453,421 

12,068,477 

11,609,534 

11,724,721 

12,412,842 

19/20

20/21

21/22

22/23

23/24

History of CEF Funding
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Learning Improvement Fund (LIF) - The Support Staff Learning Improvement Fund provides an 
ongoing multi-year commitment of additional resources, specifically targeted to support complex 
classes that present challenging learning conditions. Districts have discretion in how they allocate 
these funds to improve the learning conditions for all students and support teachers in meeting 
student needs. 

In agreement between CUPE Local 606 and the district, this Fund provides an additional hour for 
each Education Assistant position (to the max of the Fund), as well as increases Supervision Aide 
positions from 3.3 to 3.5 hours each. Additionally, there is one extra EA position supported by this 
Special Purpose Fund.  As EA positions have been increasing the status-quo Fund has not been able 
to cover the total cost of the top-up hours. This has meant the EA operating budget has been 
supplementing the shortfall, however, funding for 2023/24 is significantly higher than in previous 
years so it can once again cover the full cost of the top-up hours which reduces EA operating costs, 
thereby allowing the district to increase support to special needs students.  

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

485,237 
488,486 
487,126 
498,816 

604,136 

19/20
20/21
21/22
22/23
23/24

History of LIF Funding
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CommunityLINK – This fund is in support of the academic achievement and social functioning of 
vulnerable students. Programs and services can include breakfast, lunch and snack programs, 
academic supports, counseling, youth workers and after-school programs. Decisions about specific 
programs and services are left to school boards so that the needs of individual students and local 
communities are met. 
 

The majority of our CommunityLINK Fund provides the resources for our Child Youth Family Support 
Workers whose role is focused on providing guidance, ongoing assistance, encouragement and 
support to “at risk” students in developing and achieving appropriate behaviour, personal and life 
skills, as well as assists them with integrating or re-integrating into the regular school system. 
 
CommunityLINK funding has remained fairly consistent over the past number of years, however with 
rising salary and benefit costs the fund has moved into a structural deficit, requiring use of any prior 
year surplus to sustain it. Funding for 2023/24 has been increased for wage enhancements, however, 
it was still not enough to absorb current staffing levels. To mitigate the structural deficit, we have 
moved appropriate staffing between the Operating Fund and CommunityLINK. 
 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

With the reorganization, there is a small Fund reserve ($35K) that can be used to support complex 
student needs, as identified, over the course of the school year. Additionally, any balance at the end 
of 2022/23 will be added to the CommunityLINK budget in early October and will supplement the 
Fund reserve.  

 

2,264,422 
2,311,113 

2,361,778 
2,361,778 

2,542,371 

19/20
20/21
21/22
22/23
23/24

History of LINK Funding
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The proposed 2023/24 budget for CommunityLINK as compared to 2022/23, is as follows: 

 

 

Official Language Education Program (OLEP) - The Ministry of Education and Child Care administers 
Federal funding intended to support incremental costs resulting from offering French as a second 
official-language in British Columbia. The district anticipates the same funding level in 2023/24 that 
was received in 2022/23 which was $255,636.  

This funding may be reviewed, amended, or supplemented at the Ministry of Education and Child 
Care’s discretion, on an annual basis, depending on reported enrolment in French as a second 
language, and the availability of funds from the BC action plan. All Federal Funds received by school 
districts must be spent entirely in support of French Immersion Programs or Core French Courses. 
The ministry could reclaim any portion of the grant not used for this purpose. 

Funds are provided under seven categories; however, school districts have the flexibility to reallocate 
funds between these categories to best support the educational services provided. The districts OLEP 
Grant supports a 1.0 FTE Coordinator position, as well as financial allocations out to schools for 
educational resources, technology, cultural activities, and professional development opportunities 
for Core and French Immersion teachers.  
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Financial data under this funding is as follows: 

 

 

StrongStart BC - StrongStart programs provide school-based early learning services for families or 
caregivers and their pre-school aged children, at no cost to families. The programs are intended to fill 
a niche for young children who are not attending childcare and are in the home with their parent or 
other caregivers, such as grandparents or nannies. Both children and adults’ benefit from StrongStart 
BC early learning programs as children have access to high-quality learning environments and benefit 
from social interactions while the adults who accompany them learn new ways to support learning, 
both at the program and at home. 

StrongStart centres, administered by School Districts, provide a positive early learning experience for 
children where the goal is to create an interactive, play-based environment that supports caregivers 
and children to enjoy learning together, develop essential skills and prepare for a transition to 
school. 

Nanaimo Ladysmith Public Schools operates eight Strong Start Centers across the District, located at 
Bayview Elementary School, Cedar Elementary School, Fairview Community School, Frank J. Ney 
Elementary, Georgia Avenue Community School, Ladysmith Primary, McGirr Elementary School, and 
Quarterway Elementary School 

The Ministry of Education and Child Care provides $32,000 worth of funding for each center in 
support of programs and activities offered. With no planned changes for 2023/24, budget still 
provides for one StrongStart Facilitator at each site as well as a small allocation for program 
resources.  

202,584 

222,497 

255,636 

255,636 

255,636 

19/20

20/21

21/22

22/23

23/24

History of French Funding
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Important to note that due to rising salary and benefit costs, the status-quo funding level no longer 
covers the full cost of our Strong Start Facilitators. The district will be in a position this fiscal year of 
potentially supplementing costs with the Operating Fund, depending on the 2022/23 year-end 
balance of the StrongStart Fund. If there are surplus funds, they will be added to budget in October 
and may cover costs, but it is anticipated that there will be cost overrun that will be absorbed by the 
Operating Fund.  

For the 2023/24 Preliminary Annual Budget, we have transferred approximately $20K of benefit costs 
out of Strong Start to balance that budget, and into the Operating Fund. Future year budgeting will 
require further supplement by the Operating Fund if Ministry does not increase the StrongStart 
Program funding. 

Financial data for the StrongStart program is represented below: 

 

 

Ready Set Learn - Intended for families and their three- to five-year-old children, Ready, Set, Learn is 
all about fostering positive connections between families, the school system and local community 
agencies.  
 
Elementary schools that enroll Kindergarten classes hold Ready, Set, Learn events in their schools or 
communities. These events provide a fun, family-oriented atmosphere with the intent of supporting 
children’s transitions into school. Families who attend an event at a local school take part in play-
based activities while learning about early learning programs and services, their local elementary 
school, and their communities. Events may feature guests, handouts, or information from 
community agencies and other early childhood service providers. 

 

 

 

 64,478 

63,700 

63,700 

66,150 

66,150 

19/20

20/21

21/22

22/23

23/24

History of RSL Funding
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Financial information for this program is as follows: 

 

Feeding Futures Fund - In 2022/23 the Ministry of Education and Child Care provided school districts 
across the province with funding to address inflationary costs, most specifically related to food security, 
with a new Fund called the Student Family Affordability Fund ($1.46 Million). This Fund is not continuing 
into 2023/24 but is instead being replaced with the ongoing Feeding Futures Fund. Ministry has advised 
that funding is confirmed under the current three-year Provincial budget, but also stated that the 
government has every intention of continuing this funding envelope for the foreseeable future. The new 
Fund builds on the progress made with the Student Family Affordability Fund aimed at addressing the 
immediate need of feeding students and to help reduce the challenge of rising food costs for families 
who need it most.  

The new Fund can be used to support current programs, program enhancements, and allow for new 
programming to provide healthy meals and snacks to students. Additional staffing, dedicated to food 
program delivery, is also able to be supported by the new Fund.   

The secondary cafeteria program has been transferred into the Special Purpose Fund and the balance 
will support future programming once needs have been identified.  

The 2023/24 preliminary budget is as follows: 
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Miscellaneous Special Purpose Funds – The District may receive additional funding throughout the year 
but as funding in this category varies from year to year, it is not generally estimated or budgeted in 
advance. Any funding the district does receive will be reflected in the Amended Annual Budget in 
February 2024. However, we do anticipate funding for programs if they’ve been provided over multi-
years. For Budget 23/24 we have included revenues and expenses for the following:  

Mental Health Grant       $51,000 
CR4YC - Changing Results 4 Young Children    $11,250 
SEYKT - Strengthening Early Years to Kindergarten Transitions  $19,000 
ECE Dual Credit Program      $29,000 
ELCCCF - Early Learning Child Care Capacity Fund   $175,000 
BCTEA Student Transportation Fund (approx.)   $200,000 
 

Any additional grants received over the fiscal year will be presented in the Amended Annual Budget if 
recorded in time or presented within the year-end Financial Statements.  

 

District Staffing 
 

District staffing consolidated under the Operating, Special Purpose, and Capital Fund has increased 
substantially over the last six years as reflected in the chart below. There are multiple contributing 
factors which include: 
 

• Restoration of the class size and composition language under LOU17 (Classroom Enhancement 
Fund) 

• Student enrolment growth 
• The global pandemic affecting operations during the fiscal years of 2019/20, 2020/21 and into 

2021/22 where increased teaching staff, educational assistance, and custodial staff were 
required to support alternate learning options, diverse student needs, and enhanced cleaning 
protocols; upon ease of restrictions those additional staffing supports have been discontinued  

• Post COVID we are seeing an increased number of students with unique needs who require 
additional assistance to enable them to access and participate in educational programing.  

• Increased Capital works in support of Ministry approved projects, facility upgrades, and 
classroom space modifications or additions per enrolment pressures 

 
The chart below provides historic staffing levels up to those included within the 2022/23 Amended 
Budget.  
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Summary of Changes in FTE 
 

The chart below is a summary of the changes in FTE from the 2022/23 Amended Annual Budget to the 2023/24 
Preliminary Annual Budget. Student enrolments are the most significant factor as staffing levels are provided 
based on student Headcount, and pursuant to class size and composition. Also, as a reminder, the Indigenous 
Education and CommunityLINK reorganizations and the new Feeding Futures Fund are the other most notable 
changes in FTE.  
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Consolidated Funds Summary  
Total Operating Revenues and Expenses are $168,195,500 
Most notable changes from the 2022/23 Amended Budget include: 
 

• Small overall increase in Student Enrolment 
• Wage, benefit, replacement cost, and inflationary increases 
• Contractual obligations 
• Removal of prior year surplus revenue and expenses 
• Removal of one-time revenues and expenses not applicable to 2023/24 
• Transfer of the Secondary Cafeteria program expenses to the new Special Purpose Fund 
• Reorganization of CommunityLINK which included a small cost transfer to the Operating Fund  
• Reorganization of the Indigenous Education Target to limit year-end surplus 

 

Total Special Purpose Revenues and Expenses are $21,442,800 
Most notable changes from the 2022/23 Amended include: 
 

• Removal of the prior year surplus and expenses from each applicable Fund  
• Removal of miscellaneous grants not applicable to 2023/24 
• Updated Revenue and Expenses for 2023/24 Grants 
• CommunityLINK reorganization 
• Addition of the new Feeding Futures Fund - program expenses still TBD 

 

Budget Reconciliation 
 

The 2023/24 Annual Budget, reconciled to include the Operating, Special Purpose, and Capital Funds, is 
presented below, as well as the District’s Budgeted Bylaw amount. These figures can be found on 
Statement 2 of the Ministry of Education and Child Care Annual Budget document which is provided 
separately. 
 

  
 
 
 
*Note that the budgeted deficit showing is strictly related to the Capital Fund and is permitted by ministerial order for the 
amount that amortization of tangible capital asset expenses exceeds the amortization of deferred capital revenue. 
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Areas of Identified Risk 
 

Local Capital (District Capacity) – While the Ministry of Education and Child Care provides Capital funding for 
items identified in and selected from our 5 year Capital Plans pursuant to available resources,  as well as the 
Annual Facilities Grant (AFG), they do not provide financial resources for additional classroom space that may 
be necessary per enrolment growth, per compliance with Class Size and Composition language (LOU 17), 
capital expenditures not authorized under the AFG, nor do they fund district priorities such as infrastructure 
upgrades, vehicles, equipment , or asset replacements and additions as well as other such costs. Accordingly, 
districts must ensure they have resources set aside to support multi-year planned/estimated expenditures of a 
capital nature, not anticipated to be funded by the Ministry. For 2023/24 staff have prepared a three-year 
Local Capital schedule, tied to Board Goals, the Long-Range Facilities Plan, or to the Operational Plan, which 
identifies upcoming projects or costs per year, as well as the amount of operating funds, or accumulated 
operating surplus that would be necessary to support the Plan. Also, important to note, the Ministry of 
Education and Child Care could direct the district to cost share on an upcoming Capital project which would be 
taken from Local Capital reserves, impacting our ability to deliver on the multi-year Local Capital Plan thus 
identified projects must be defendable and necessary to ongoing or increased operations.  

International Student Program - For preliminary budgeting we are generally quite conservative with ISE 
enrolment estimates as international travel comes with risk and uncertainty, however being overly 
conservative has an impact on initial staffing levels. In 2022/23 our International Program had record high 
student participation and we anticipate the same levels for 2023/24 so we’ve budgeted status-quo enrolment, 
revenues, and expenses in an effort to maintain staffing and program support levels.  However, we have 
recently been advised that there is global uncertainty with international student programs and that agents are 
seeing a “softening of interest” over last year. This rising trend has us somewhat concerned that we may not 
hit our targets, but we are still optimistic that interest in our program will continue. A further complication 
just arising is the Public Service Alliance of Canada (PSAC) strike which will affect the Immigration, Refugees 
and Citizenship Canada (IRCC) department of the Federal Government, potentially slowing student 
applications. Pending student interest in our program and application issues, we may miss revenue targets 
which would require the use of accumulated surplus to maintain program staffing and supports; district staff 
will be monitoring both situations closely. 
 
Technology - In order to ensure the preliminary Operating Grant, based on our estimated student enrolment, 
is directed to ongoing educational programming and business operations we do not have a planned transfer of 
funds from the Operating to Local Capital Fund in the 2023/24 Annual Budget to support additional or 
refreshed technology. Instead, as we anticipate a 2022/23 year-end surplus which will increase or at least 
maintain our accumulated operating surplus position, staff will recommend a transfer to Local Capital that 
supports the coming years technology plan in September, when the Board is presented with year-end financial 
results.  
 
Exempt Compensation Review – Historically exempt compensation costs are borne by each district which 
means funds must be budgeted from the overall Operating Budget. However, with the substantial wage 
increases bargained by both the NDTA and CUPE, wage increases for exempt staff are anticipated to be 
approved by BCPSEA/PSEC in a similar amount. As the cost impact to districts for these lifts will be substantial, 
the Ministry of Education and Child Care has confirmed they will be funded in 2023/24. Not yet clear is the 
amount of funding that will be provided, and whether it will cover the districts cost of benefits. As a result, a 
small amount has been budgeted to address this uncertainty. 
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Replacement Costs – Replacement costs during and following the global pandemic were significantly higher 
than prior years, further, the Employment Standards Sick Leave enhancements has an additional cost impact. 
Additional resources were added to the 22/23 Annual Budget to account for the ESA Sick Leave provisions and 
current forecasts to year-end indicate this increase will be required going forward so the increased budget 
amount has now been rolled into the ongoing replacement cost budget. Pending the 22/23 year-end position, 
further adjustments may be required. 
 
School Opening Costs – With the district’s short- and longer-term enrolment projected to grow significantly we 
anticipate a school opening in the near future, specifically Rutherford Elementary, located in North Nanaimo. 
The reopening will have initial operating costs not covered by our annual Operating Grant for school based 
and educational resources. Accumulated Operating Surplus would be required to cover these additional one-
time expenses, in advance of student enrolment growth generating the revenue to support ongoing school 
based operating costs.  
 

Accumulated Operating Surplus Position 
 
Situations may arise that require emergent or contingent funds for unexpected increases in expenses and/or 
decreases in anticipated revenues. In such cases, the Board needs to have access to enough funds to continue 
to provide educational services and maintain regular operations without implementing one-time service cuts.   
 
Surplus reserves may be appropriated in order to mitigate situations such as the following: 
 

• Unanticipated revenue losses  
• Unexpected staffing and/or replacement costs 
• Student enrolment fluctuations 
• The impact of emerging events such as a pandemic or natural disaster 
 
The following reflects the districts current accumulated operating surplus position as per the 2021/22 
Financial Statements, adjusted to account for the items that were restricted for use in the 2022/23 budget 
which are therefore expended.  
 

 
 
Important to be aware that within the Restricted Surplus balance, the amount of $2,575,232 represents the 
districts Benefit Premium Balance on account with our third-party provider. Although this asset belongs to the 
Board of Education, the value of the asset varies pursuant to employee benefit usage and market value for the 
cost of benefits, which are both subject to ongoing change. Accordingly, it is recommended that this Surplus 
item is only be considered for use if the district was in an extremely emergent situation.     
 

Policy 2.16 Accumulated Operating Surplus (Reserves)  
AP524 – Accumulated Operating Surplus (Reserves) 
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A Bylaw of THE BOARD OF EDUCATION OF SCHOOL DISTRICT NO. 68 (NANAIMO-LADYSMITH)

(called the ''Board'') to adopt the Annual Budget of the Board for the fiscal year 2023/2024 pursuant

to section 113 of the School Act , R.S.B.C., 1996, c. 412 as amended from time to time (called the "Act ").

1. The Board has complied with the provisions of the Act , Ministerial Orders, and Ministry of

Education and Child Care Policies respecting the Annual Budget adopted by this bylaw.

2. This bylaw may be cited as School District No. 68 (Nanaimo-Ladysmith)

Annual Budget Bylaw for fiscal year 2023/2024.

3. The attached Statement 2 showing the estimated revenue and expense for the

2023/2024 fiscal year and the total budget bylaw amount of $200,588,300 for the 2023/2024 fiscal

year was prepared in accordance with the Act .

4. Statement 2, 4 and Schedules 2 to 4 are adopted as the Annual Budget of the Board

for the fiscal year 2023/2024.

READ A FIRST TIME THE ______ DAY OF ___________________, 2023;

READ A SECOND TIME THE ______ DAY OF ___________________, 2023;

READ A THIRD TIME, PASSED AND ADOPTED THE ______ DAY OF ___________________, 2023;

( Corporate Seal )

I HEREBY CERTIFY this to be a true original of School District No. 68 (Nanaimo-Ladysmith)

Annual Budget Bylaw 2023/2024, adopted by the Board the ______ DAY OF ___________________, 2023.

ANNUAL BUDGET BYLAW

Chairperson of the Board

Secretary Treasurer

Secretary Treasurer
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Statement 2

2024 2023 Amended

Annual Budget Annual Budget

Ministry Operating Grant Funded FTE's

School-Age 15,104.415               15,080.500               

Adult 4.000                        12.875                      

Total Ministry Operating Grant Funded FTE's 15,108.415               15,093.375               

Revenues $ $

Provincial Grants

Ministry of Education and Child Care 177,451,910             164,642,558             

Other 260,416                    384,987                    

Tuition 5,250,250                 5,206,015                 

Other Revenue 4,910,724                 5,724,543                 

Rentals and Leases 600,000                    530,000                    

Investment Income 1,365,000                 1,165,000                 

Amortization of Deferred Capital Revenue 7,350,000                 6,800,000                 

Total Revenue 197,188,300             184,453,103             

Expenses

Instruction 159,762,510             150,682,817             

District Administration 8,195,244                 7,133,363                 

Operations and Maintenance 30,521,658               29,781,851               

Transportation and Housing 2,108,888                 2,136,210                 

Total Expense 200,588,300             189,734,241             

Net Revenue (Expense) (3,400,000)               (5,281,138)               

Budgeted Allocation (Retirement) of Surplus (Deficit) 2,881,138                 

Budgeted Surplus (Deficit), for the year (3,400,000)               (2,400,000)               

Budgeted Surplus (Deficit), for the year comprised of:

Operating Fund Surplus (Deficit)

Special Purpose Fund Surplus (Deficit)

Capital Fund Surplus (Deficit) (3,400,000)               (2,400,000)               

Budgeted Surplus (Deficit), for the year (3,400,000)               (2,400,000)               

School District No. 68 (Nanaimo-Ladysmith)
Annual Budget - Revenue and Expense

Year Ended June 30, 2024

Page 2
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Statement 2

2024 2023 Amended

Annual Budget Annual Budget

School District No. 68 (Nanaimo-Ladysmith)
Annual Budget - Revenue and Expense

Year Ended June 30, 2024

Budget Bylaw Amount

Operating - Total Expense 168,195,500             157,402,439             

Special Purpose Funds - Total Expense 21,442,800               21,931,802               

Capital Fund - Total Expense 10,950,000               10,400,000               

Capital Fund - Tangible Capital Assets Purchased from Local Capital 5,000,000                 

Total Budget Bylaw Amount 200,588,300             194,734,241             

Signature of the Chairperson of the Board of Education

Signature of the Superintendent

Signature of the Secretary Treasurer

Date Signed

Date Signed

Approved by the Board

Date Signed

DRAFT
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Statement 4

2024 2023 Amended

Annual Budget Annual Budget

$ $

Surplus (Deficit) for the year (3,400,000)               (5,281,138)               

Effect of change in Tangible Capital Assets

Acquisition of Tangible Capital Assets

From Local Capital (5,000,000)               

From Deferred Capital Revenue (21,700,000)             

Total Acquisition of Tangible Capital Assets -                               (26,700,000)             

Amortization of Tangible Capital Assets 10,950,000               10,400,000               

Total Effect of change in Tangible Capital Assets 10,950,000               (16,300,000)             

-                               -                               

(Increase) Decrease in Net Financial Assets (Debt) 7,550,000                 (21,581,138)             

School District No. 68 (Nanaimo-Ladysmith)
Annual Budget - Changes in Net Financial Assets (Debt)

Year Ended June 30, 2024
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 Schedule 2

2024 2023 Amended

Annual Budget Annual Budget

$ $

Revenues

Provincial Grants

Ministry of Education and Child Care 158,714,110             146,190,852             

Other 260,416                    286,862                    

Tuition 5,250,250                 5,206,015                 

Other Revenue 2,270,724                 2,407,572                 

Rentals and Leases 600,000                    530,000                    

Investment Income 1,100,000                 900,000                    

Total Revenue 168,195,500             155,521,301             

Expenses

Instruction 140,135,082             130,396,032             

District Administration 7,292,214                 6,958,363                 

Operations and Maintenance 18,659,316               18,184,187               

Transportation and Housing 2,108,888                 1,863,857                 

Total Expense 168,195,500             157,402,439             

Net Revenue (Expense) -                               (1,881,138)               

Budgeted Prior Year Surplus Appropriation 2,881,138                 

Net Transfers (to) from other funds

Local Capital (1,000,000)               

Total Net Transfers -                               (1,000,000)               

Budgeted Surplus (Deficit), for the year -                               -                               

School District No. 68 (Nanaimo-Ladysmith)
Annual Budget - Operating Revenue and Expense

Year Ended June 30, 2024
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Schedule 2A

2024 2023 Amended

Annual Budget Annual Budget

$ $

Provincial Grants - Ministry of Education and Child Care

Operating Grant, Ministry of Education and Child Care 159,607,370             147,298,662             

ISC/LEA Recovery (1,498,724)               (1,498,724)               

Other Ministry of Education and Child Care Grants

Pay Equity 160,000                    160,000                    

Student Transportation Fund 244,630                    244,630                    

Support Staff Benefits Grant 67,920                      162,920                    

FSA Scorer Grant 15,693                      15,693                      

Early Learning Framework (ELF) Implementation 2,221                        2,221                        

PFA 2019 Benefit Agreement 95,000                      83,422                      

MISC 20,000                      2,381                        

Estimated Enrolment Reduction (280,353)                  

Total Provincial Grants - Ministry of Education and Child Care 158,714,110             146,190,852             

Provincial Grants - Other 260,416                    286,862                    

Tuition

International and Out of Province Students 5,250,250                 5,206,015                 

Total Tuition 5,250,250                 5,206,015                 

Other Revenues

Other School District/Education Authorities 320,000                    464,680                    

Funding from First Nations 1,498,724                 1,498,724                 

Miscellaneous

Cafeteria Revenue 275,000                    220,000                    

BC Hydro Energy Grant 50,000                      50,000                      

Miscellaneous 127,000                    174,168                    

Total Other Revenue 2,270,724                 2,407,572                 

Rentals and Leases 600,000                    530,000                    

Investment Income 1,100,000                 900,000                    

Total Operating Revenue 168,195,500             155,521,301             

School District No. 68 (Nanaimo-Ladysmith)
Annual Budget - Schedule of Operating Revenue by Source

Year Ended June 30, 2024

DRAFT - Not Finalized
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 Schedule 2B

2024 2023 Amended

Annual Budget Annual Budget

$ $

Salaries

Teachers 75,944,624               68,734,754               

Principals and Vice Principals 9,350,921                 9,078,112                 

Educational Assistants 11,925,846               11,358,923               

Support Staff 13,939,815               12,672,136               

Other Professionals 5,196,109                 4,873,454                 

Substitutes 5,281,130                 5,596,052                 

Total Salaries 121,638,445             112,313,431             

Employee Benefits 31,111,939               28,252,635               

Total Salaries and Benefits 152,750,384             140,566,066             

Services and Supplies

Services 4,796,029                 5,111,190                 

Student Transportation 114,268                    114,268                    

Professional Development and Travel 937,177                    935,277                    

Rentals and Leases 8,395                        8,395                        

Dues and Fees 713,733                    722,033                    

Insurance 373,800                    373,800                    

Supplies 6,128,437                 6,986,707                 

Utilities 2,373,277                 2,584,703                 

Total Services and Supplies 15,445,116               16,836,373               

Total Operating Expense 168,195,500             157,402,439             

School District No. 68 (Nanaimo-Ladysmith)
Annual Budget - Schedule of Operating Expense by Object

Year Ended June 30, 2024

DRAFT - Not Finalized
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Schedule 2CSchool District No. 68 (Nanaimo-Ladysmith)
Annual Budget - Operating Expense by Function, Program and Object

Principals and Educational Support Other

Teachers Vice Principals Assistants Staff Professionals Substitutes Total

Salaries Salaries Salaries Salaries Salaries Salaries Salaries

$ $ $ $ $ $ $

1 Instruction

1.02 Regular Instruction 58,680,062        1,320,206           830,892              114,405              465,529              3,152,265           64,563,359        

1.03 Career Programs -                          

1.07 Library Services 2,154,765           323,584              125,526              2,603,875           

1.08 Counselling 2,438,193           129,225              2,567,418           

1.10 Special Education 10,053,694        9,824,773           1,034,123           20,912,590        

1.20 Early Learning and Child Care 41,058                2,258                  43,316                

1.30 English Language Learning 484,107              44,923                20,410                549,440              

1.31 Indigenous Education 1,874,439           971,300              67,613                149,573              102,089              3,165,014           

1.41 School Administration 30,000                7,751,983           3,012,263           309,037              11,103,283        

1.60 Summer School -                          

1.62 International and Out of Province Students 229,364              278,732              116,718              201,756              29,441                856,011              

1.64 Other 167,259              167,259              

Total Function 1 75,944,624        9,350,921           11,880,205        3,634,583           816,858              4,904,374           106,531,565      

4 District Administration

4.11 Educational Administration 273,810              1,086,439           10,830                1,371,079           

4.20 Early Learning and Child Care -                          

4.40 School District Governance 57,203                443,100              2,002                  502,305              

4.41 Business Administration 905,928              1,794,873           59,935                2,760,736           

Total Function 4 -                          -                          -                          1,236,941           3,324,412           72,767                4,634,120           

5 Operations and Maintenance

5.41 Operations and Maintenance Administration 45,641                678,855              668,003              46,316                1,438,815           

5.50 Maintenance Operations 6,483,428           283,694              217,395              6,984,517           

5.52 Maintenance of Grounds 638,912              3,039                  641,951              

5.56 Utilities 79,352                397                     79,749                

Total Function 5 -                          -                          45,641                7,880,547           951,697              267,147              9,145,032           

7 Transportation and Housing

7.41 Transportation and Housing Administration 55,601                103,142              1,779                  160,522              

7.70 Student Transportation 1,132,143           35,063                1,167,206           

Total Function 7 -                          -                          -                          1,187,744           103,142              36,842                1,327,728           

9 Debt Services

Total Function 9 -                          -                          -                          -                          -                          -                          -                          

Total Functions 1 - 9 75,944,624        9,350,921           11,925,846        13,939,815        5,196,109           5,281,130           121,638,445      

Year Ended June 30, 2024
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Schedule 2CSchool District No. 68 (Nanaimo-Ladysmith)
Annual Budget - Operating Expense by Function, Program and Object

1 Instruction

1.02 Regular Instruction

1.03 Career Programs

1.07 Library Services

1.08 Counselling

1.10 Special Education

1.20 Early Learning and Child Care

1.30 English Language Learning

1.31 Indigenous Education

1.41 School Administration

1.60 Summer School

1.62 International and Out of Province Students

1.64 Other

Total Function 1

4 District Administration

4.11 Educational Administration

4.20 Early Learning and Child Care

4.40 School District Governance

4.41 Business Administration

Total Function 4

5 Operations and Maintenance

5.41 Operations and Maintenance Administration

5.50 Maintenance Operations

5.52 Maintenance of Grounds

5.56 Utilities

Total Function 5

7 Transportation and Housing

7.41 Transportation and Housing Administration

7.70 Student Transportation

Total Function 7

9 Debt Services

Total Function 9

Total Functions 1 - 9

Year Ended June 30, 2024

Total Employee Total Salaries Services and 2024 2023 Amended

Salaries Benefits and Benefits Supplies Annual Budget Annual Budget

$ $ $ $ $ $

64,563,359        16,551,140        81,114,499        3,822,458           84,936,957              79,036,644              

-                          -                          280,350              280,350                   489,478                   

2,603,875           662,562              3,266,437           91,376                3,357,813                3,069,634                

2,567,418           654,972              3,222,390           2,650                  3,225,040                2,999,673                

20,912,590        5,347,529           26,260,119        315,608              26,575,727              24,331,875              

43,316                10,829                54,145                1,301                  55,446                     

549,440              140,182              689,622              5,576                  695,198                   556,594                   

3,165,014           802,534              3,967,548           221,946              4,189,494                4,345,158                

11,103,283        2,848,911           13,952,194        192,539              14,144,733              12,790,845              

-                          -                          -                                222,394                   

856,011              217,039              1,073,050           1,390,500           2,463,550                2,230,097                

167,259              41,815                209,074              1,700                  210,774                   323,640                   

106,531,565      27,277,513        133,809,078      6,326,004           140,135,082            130,396,032            

1,371,079           339,138              1,710,217           303,865              2,014,082                1,968,131                

-                          83,264                83,264                83,264                     

502,305              502,305              299,008              801,313                   997,993                   

2,760,736           700,917              3,461,653           931,902              4,393,555                3,992,239                

4,634,120           1,123,319           5,757,439           1,534,775           7,292,214                6,958,363                

1,438,815           359,411              1,798,226           643,966              2,442,192                2,305,511                

6,984,517           1,839,038           8,823,555           3,853,849           12,677,404              12,213,345              

641,951              161,398              803,349              161,408              964,757                   888,082                   

79,749                19,937                99,686                2,475,277           2,574,963                2,777,249                

9,145,032           2,379,784           11,524,816        7,134,500           18,659,316              18,184,187              

160,522              39,770                200,292              11,000                211,292                   195,726                   

1,167,206           291,553              1,458,759           438,837              1,897,596                1,668,131                

1,327,728           331,323              1,659,051           449,837              2,108,888                1,863,857                

-                          -                          -                          -                          -                                -                                

121,638,445      31,111,939        152,750,384      15,445,116        168,195,500            157,402,439            
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Schedule 3

2024 2023 Amended

Annual Budget Annual Budget

$ $

Revenues

Provincial Grants

Ministry of Education and Child Care 18,737,800               18,451,706               

Other 98,125                      

Other Revenue 2,640,000                 3,316,971                 

Investment Income 65,000                      65,000                      

Total Revenue 21,442,800               21,931,802               

Expenses

Instruction 19,627,428               20,286,785               

District Administration 903,030                    175,000                    

Operations and Maintenance 912,342                    1,197,664                 

Transportation and Housing -                               272,353                    

Debt Services -                               

District Entered -                               

Total Expense 21,442,800               21,931,802               

Budgeted Surplus (Deficit), for the year -                               -                               

School District No. 68 (Nanaimo-Ladysmith)
Annual Budget - Special Purpose Revenue and Expense

Year Ended June 30, 2024
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Schedule  3ASchool District No. 68 (Nanaimo-Ladysmith)
Annual Budget - Changes in Special Purpose Funds

Annual Learning School Ready, Classroom Classroom

Facility Improvement Generated Strong Set, Enhancement Enhancement

Grant Fund Funds Start Learn OLEP CommunityLINK Fund - Overhead Fund - Staffing

$ $ $ $ $ $ $ $

Deferred Revenue, beginning of year

Add: Restricted Grants

Provincial Grants - Ministry of Education and Child Care 555,746           604,136           256,000           66,150             255,636           2,542,371            1,534,626          10,878,216         

Provincial Grants - Other

Other 2,640,000        

Investment Income 65,000             

555,746           604,136           2,705,000        256,000           66,150             255,636           2,542,371            1,534,626          10,878,216         

Less: Allocated to Revenue 555,746           604,136           2,705,000        256,000           66,150             255,636           2,542,371            1,534,626          10,878,216         

Deferred Revenue, end of year -                      -                      -                      -                      -                      -                      -                          -                        -                         

Revenues

Provincial Grants - Ministry of Education and Child Care 555,746           604,136           256,000           66,150             255,636           2,542,371            1,534,626          10,878,216         

Other Revenue 2,640,000        

Investment Income 65,000             

555,746           604,136           2,705,000        256,000           66,150             255,636           2,542,371            1,534,626          10,878,216         

Expenses

Salaries

Teachers 102,650           345,690               8,672,739           

Principals and Vice Principals 278,732             

Educational Assistants 438,064           217,248           1,542,667            

Support Staff 426,175             

Other Professionals 109,349             

Substitutes 21,761             24,450             32,000             26,302             80,714                 365,409             

-                      459,825           24,450             217,248           32,000             128,952           1,969,071            1,179,665          8,672,739           

Employee Benefits 114,956           5,550               34,093             8,000               33,009             475,635               297,043             2,205,477           

Services and Supplies 555,746           29,355             2,675,000        4,659               26,150             93,675             97,665                 57,918              

555,746           604,136           2,705,000        256,000           66,150             255,636           2,542,371            1,534,626          10,878,216         

Net Revenue (Expense) -                      -                      -                      -                      -                      -                      -                          -                        -                         

Additional Expenses funded by, and reported in, the Operating Fund 20,219             

Year Ended June 30, 2024
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Schedule  3ASchool District No. 68 (Nanaimo-Ladysmith)
Annual Budget - Changes in Special Purpose Funds

Deferred Revenue, beginning of year

Add: Restricted Grants

Provincial Grants - Ministry of Education and Child Care

Provincial Grants - Other

Other

Investment Income

Less: Allocated to Revenue

Deferred Revenue, end of year

Revenues

Provincial Grants - Ministry of Education and Child Care

Other Revenue

Investment Income

Expenses

Salaries

Teachers

Principals and Vice Principals

Educational Assistants

Support Staff

Other Professionals

Substitutes

Employee Benefits

Services and Supplies

Net Revenue (Expense)

Additional Expenses funded by, and reported in, the Operating Fund

Year Ended June 30, 2024

Mental Changing Seamless Early Childhood SEY2KT ECL Feeding Other 

Health Results for Day Education Dual (Early Years to Early Care Futures Misc

in Schools Young Children Kindergarten Credit Program Kindergarten) & Learning Fund Grants TOTAL

$ $ $ $ $ $ $ $ $

-                      

51,000                11,250            55,400             29,000             19,000             175,000           1,663,981        18,697,512      

40,288             40,288             

2,640,000        

65,000             

51,000                11,250            55,400             29,000             19,000             175,000           1,663,981        40,288             21,442,800      

51,000                11,250            55,400             29,000             19,000             175,000           1,663,981        40,288             21,442,800      

-                         -                     -                      -                      -                      -                      -                      -                      -                      

51,000                11,250            55,400             29,000             19,000             175,000           1,663,981        40,288             18,737,800      

2,640,000        

65,000             

51,000                11,250            55,400             29,000             19,000             175,000           1,663,981        40,288             21,442,800      

21,942             94,444             9,237,465        

147,245           425,977           

39,066                41,058             219,124           2,497,227        

426,175           

109,349           

2,149                  6,000              2,258               1,163               7,200               17,057             586,463           

41,215                6,000              43,316             23,105             7,200               147,245           330,625           -                      13,282,656      

9,766                  1,500              10,829             5,895               1,800               27,755             83,164             3,314,472        

19                      3,750              1,255               10,000             1,250,192        40,288             4,845,672        

51,000                11,250            55,400             29,000             19,000             175,000           1,663,981        40,288             21,442,800      

-                         -                     -                      -                      -                      -                      -                      -                      -                      

10,381             30,600             

Year Ended June 30, 2024
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Schedule 4

Invested in Tangible Local Fund 2023 Amended

Capital Assets Capital Balance Annual Budget

$ $ $ $

Revenues

Investment Income 200,000              200,000              200,000                

Amortization of Deferred Capital Revenue 7,350,000                   7,350,000           6,800,000             

Total Revenue 7,350,000                   200,000              7,550,000           7,000,000             

Expenses

Amortization of Tangible Capital Assets

Operations and Maintenance 10,950,000                 10,950,000         10,400,000           

Total Expense 10,950,000                 -                          10,950,000         10,400,000           

Net Revenue (Expense) (3,600,000)                 200,000              (3,400,000)          (3,400,000)            

Net Transfers (to) from other funds

Local Capital -                          1,000,000             

Total Net Transfers -                                 -                          -                          1,000,000             

Other Adjustments to Fund Balances

Total Other Adjustments to Fund Balances -                                 -                          -                          

Budgeted Surplus (Deficit), for the year (3,600,000)                 200,000              (3,400,000)          (2,400,000)            

2024 Annual Budget

School District No. 68 (Nanaimo-Ladysmith)
Annual Budget - Capital Revenue and Expense

Year Ended June 30, 2024
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